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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

 

Assignment 1 (pp 1 – 14) 

 

1) Study the words and answer the questions: 

[p. 1] affably = приветливо; дружелюбно, любезно 

What does Mac do affably? 

[p. 2] approve of = одобрять 

Who is approved of? 

[p. 3] gawky = неуклюжий, неловкий; застенчивый (о человеке) 

What is gawky? Is Caris gawky too? 

[p. 4] bauble  = 1) безделушка 2) пустяк, мелочь 3) игрушка;  

What happens to a Xmas bauble? How does Caris react?  

[p. 5] to be after smb = преследовать кого-л., донимать кого-л 

Who are the policemen after and why? 

indignant = негодующий, возмущённый 

Whose questions are indignant and why? 

[p. 7] apprehend = 1) арестовывать, задерживать 2) понимать, постигать, разгадывать, схватывать 

3) предчувствовать (что-л. дурное), ожидать (несчастья), опасаться 

Who has been apprehended and why? 

[p. 8] curiosity = 1) любопытство 2) любознательность 

Why might Caris explode with curiosity? 

[p. 9] diminished = 1) уменьшенный; сокращённый 2) ослабленный; истощённый 3) сжатый; 

сужающийся 4) заниженный, преуменьшенный (по значению, важности) 5) униженный 

Why does Louise look diminished? 

[p. 10] confide in = верить, доверять; полагаться 

Do you think Louise confided in Stella and told her everything? 

[p. 11] put on probation = освобождать под залог 

Who might be put on probation? 

[p. 12] plaintively = горестно, печально, грустно, жалобно 

Who is speaking plaintively during the Christmas dinner? 

 

2) Find the following descriptions in the text and comment on them: 

(p. 1) The blue polished taxi smells of his days … (up to the end of the paragraph) 

(p. 2) The city ahead was a heap of twinkling jewels. 

(p. 3) If it was up to Caris … (up to the end of the paragraph) 

(p. 6) The pink-faced policeman goes to the mantelpiece … (up to the end of the paragraph) 

(p. 8) Caris begins to hurl decorations at the tree, … (up to the end of the paragraph) 

(p. 10) Caris loathes the way the chew …(up to the end of the paragraph) 

 

3) The novel is rich in similes. A simile is an expression that describes something by comparing it with 

something else, using the words 'as' or 'like', for example ‘as white as snow’ or (p. 1) ‘the beginnings of 

new buildings appearing like skeletons on his skyline’. Find other examples on pages 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 

10, comment on them and translate them into Russian. 

 

4) Answer the following questions:  

Is Mac a typical taxi driver? 

Does he enjoy his job? 

Does his mood change at the end of the chapter? Why? 

Are Caris and Stella close? 

Who is Nana Price? Do they really care for her? 

Why does Caris find the room ‘hot, impossible’? 

What are the family doing at the end of the day? 
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5) Match the words to their definitions: 

 

A cul-de-sac a road or broad path between two rows of trees, especially one leading to a 

big house 

A terrace a street with only one inlet/outlet 

An avenue an area where houses or buildings of a similar type have all been built 

together in a planned way 

An estate 

 

 

 

is 

row of houses that are joined to each other, or a street with one of these rows 

in it. 

 

 

 
Unscramble each of the clue words. 

Copy the letters in the numbered cells to other cells with the same number. 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

Assignment 2 (pp 15 – 35) 

1) Study the words and answer the questions using them: 

[p. 15] aspiration  = стремление; сильное желание (к достижению чего-л.) 

What aspiration does Jeanie have? Do you think she will ever manage to do it? 

[p. 17] to beckon  = 1)манить, привлекать 2) подзывать кивком головы; 

делать знак (рукой) 

What can beckon Caris in Mac’s opinion? 

[p. 19] to persuade = 1) убеждать (в чём-л.); 2) склонить (к чему-л.), 

уговорить (на что-л.) 3) (persuade from, persuade out of) отговорить от 

(чего-л.) 

What is Caris trying to persuade Margaret to do? Why? What does Caris’s 

room look like? 

[p. 20] to stand out = 1) быть заметным, выделяться 2) выступать  

Do the girls want to stand out? 

furious = взбешённый, неистовый, яростный 

Why does Caris feel furious and trapped? 

[p. 21] to embroider = 1) вышивать, украшать вышивкой 2) приукрашивать (рассказ), привирать 

Why did Caris embroider the incident with her mother telling about it at school? Does she regret it? 

What normal things are abnormal now? 

[p. 24] to loathe = 1) питать отвращение, чувствовать отвращение; не выносить 2) ненавидеть 

Why does Caris loathe her parents on the day of their mother’s court case?  

[p. 25] to inhale = 1) вдыхать, втягивать (воздух, жидкость); затягиваться (при курении) 2) разг. 

поглощать, заглатывать 

What air does Caris inhale in Fenwick’s? Why has she come here? What does she see here? 

[p. 26] invisible = 1) невидимый, незримый 2) неразличимый; незаметный 

Why does Caris feel invisible? 

[p. 27] poisonous  1) ядовитый 2) разг. отвратительный, противный 

What seems poisonous to Caris at the court building? 

behind bars = за тюремной решёткой 

Who does Caris see shackled and behind bars? 

[p. 28] weapon  = а) орудие, оружие б) (weapons) вооружение 

What ‘weapon’ did Louise hold when she attacked a policeman? 

assault ( upon smb) = нападение 

Do you think it was really an assault? 

[p. 31] shrine = место поклонения, святыня 

What things does Caris arrange into a shrine? Why? Comment on the end of the chapter. 

[p. 33] malice = злоба 

Why does Layla smell of malice to Caris? 

[p. 34] violence = жестокость, насилие, принуждение, применение силы 

Does Margaret believe in violence? 

 

2) Translate the following expressions and retell the extract ‘He drives carefully ….. to look at the man 

who is no longer there.’. Make use of all the expressions: 

 

sleeping policeman (15);  

to fill the silences (15); 

a series of friendly barks 

(16); 

a bit wild (16); 

Don’t get me wrong (16); 

to make smb uncomfortable 

(16); 

to have to do with smth (16); 

to put your foot down (17); 

to set boundaries (17); 

to have eyes in the back of 

your head (17); 

blank expression (17); 

to be disappointed (17).

 

3) Translate the extract on p. 18. Comment on Mac’s feelings. 

4) Translate the extract on p. 24 - ‘Caris has no intention …. to the local primary school’. Comment on Caris’s feelings. 

5) Read p. 26 carefully and speak about the changes (transformations) Newcastle is undergoing.  

6) Read pp. 29-30 carefully and speak about Mac’s feelings in the courtroom and at home. 

 

7) Do the Criss Cross Puzzle. You can find these words in the text on the pages given in brackets. 
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Across 

2. someone whose job is to give beauty treatments to your skin, hair etc (25) 

5. a large shiny black bird with a loud cry (35) 

7. small flat pieces of crushed corn, usually eaten at breakfast with milk (23) 

9. a small animal with long ears and soft fur, that lives in a hole in the ground (19) 

11. women's underwear (25) 

13. woman's shoes that have very high thin heels (21) 

14. the official in control of a court who decides how criminals should be punished (29) 

Down 
1. a small bag in which women keep paper money, coins, cards etc (34) 

3. someone who is involved in illegal activities or has been proved guilty of a crime (29) 

4. a piece of furniture like a large cupboard that you hang clothes in (30) 

6. a chemical substance that you put on the skin under your arms to stop you from smelling bad (32) 

8. a lawyer in Britain who can argue cases in the higher law courts (29) 

10. a dark underground prison, especially under a castle, that was used in the past (28) 

12. a string of jewels, beads etc or a thin gold or silver chain to wear around the neck (31) 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

 

Assignment 3 (pp 36 – 56) 

1) Study the words and answer the questions using them: 

[p. 36] exhausted = истощённый, изнурённый; измученный; обессиленный 

Why does Mac feel exhausted? 

to wink = подмигивать; перемигиваться 

Why is he thinking of winking? 

[p. 38] all ears = внимательно слушающий, слушающий со всем вниманием 

Why is Degna all ears? 

[p. 39] fare = 1) пассажир (обязанный оплачивать проезд) 2) стоимость проезда или 

провоза багажа, тариф, плата за проезд 

Does Mac find Degna a nice fare? Why? 

[p. 40] to reach = 1) дотягиваться, тянуться (к чему-л.) 2) доставать; брать 

What does Caris try to reach? Who does meet at the tree? 

[p. 42] duty = долг, обязательство 

What does Nanny consider her duty? Do you think it would help? 

[p. 43] incompatible = несовместимый, несовмещающийся, 

Who is incompatible? 

[p. 44] abandoned = заброшенный, покинутый 

Why does Stella feel abandoned? 

[p. 45] rehearsal = репетиция 

Why is Stella unhappy when she focuses on the list of rehearsal dates? 

[p. 46] guilty = 1) виновный 2) виноватый (о взгляде, виде) 3) заслуживающий порицания 

Why does Mac feel guilty in the morning? 

[p. 47] crucial = ключевой; критический, решающий 

What crucial thing are they discussing in the taxi? What is really crucial to Mac? 

[p. 48] misery  1) страдание, мучение, каторга 2) несчастье, невзгода, напасть 

Who is causing stress and misery in Mac’s family? 

[p. 49] endearment = ласка, проявление нежности 

Is Louise generally given to endearments? Does her letter confuse Caris? What does she prefer to learn about the 

prison? 

[p. 51] drug addict = наркоман 

Why does Caris think Louise can become a drug addict? 

[p. 52] to blush = краснеть, заливаться румянцем от смущения, стыда 

Why does Caris blush when she sees the boy? What do you know about George? 

 

2) Comment on the following statements: 

I’m all for euthanasia like (47). 

I hate the word ‘coping’, thinks Stella (51). 

She looks like a book (52). 

She is afraid of the outside, of what will happen (52). 

Once she’s there he looks different (53). 

Caris likes the idea, but doesn’t want to say so (54). 

It’s a relief to laugh about it (55). 

 

3) Make a description of Degna. What kind of person do you think she is? What can she think of Mac? 

 

4) Make a description of George. What kind of person do you think he is? What can he think of Caris? 

 

5) Translate the chapter ‘Stella’ (pp. 44-45). Comment on Stella’s state. 

 

6) Make some questions on the chapter ‘More shoes’ (pp. 49-56) 
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7) Try to solve the following Word Search Puzzle where the words do not share any letters.  

The words can go horizontally, vertically or diagonally, and can be read any direction.  

Find 10 words which are commonly used by drivers. One of the words is already found. 

 

L A R I N G R O A D I K A T G 

G E C Y U B I T V K N X I R X 

Z N E C E A G I N I D V R A S 

G Z I H E C P I X K I G F F C 

W F Z S W L J Q K L C N R F A 

Y R I L S G E J Q Y A H E I Y 

W W W K H O N R J F T A S C L 

Y P U U H U R I A U E J H L G 

R E V I R D E C R T B W E I T 

G Y V C T V I N A E E R N G G 

C M H E F R K I A R E P E H F 

B M U W N C F C R L B T R T M 

T U C C T I Z E M Q V E S S L 

K U V J D O X G I M T B Z B A 

H D E B H E G M G T M I O S Z 
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FLASH CARDS 

(Units 1-3) 

 
 

affably 

 

 

приветливо; дружелюбно, любезно 

 

 

curiosity 

 

 

любопытство 

 

 

apprehend 

 

 

арестовывать, задерживать 

 

 

to be after smb 

 

 

преследовать кого-л. 

 

 

bauble 

 

 

игрушка (елочная) 

 

 

gawky 

 

 

неуклюжий, неловкий 

 

 

approve of 

 

 

одобрять 

 

 

diminished 

 

 

уменьшенный; сокращённый 

 

 

embroider 

 

 

вышивать 

 

 

furious 

 

взбешённый 

 

 

stand out 

 

 

быть заметным, выделяться 

 

 

persuade 

 

 

убеждать 

 

 

beckon 

 

манить, привлекать 
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aspiration 

 

 

стремление; сильное желание 

 

 

plaintively 

 

 

горестно, печально 

 

 

put on probation 

 

 

освобождать под залог 

 

 

confide in 

 

 

верить, доверять 

 

 

loathe 

 

 

питать отвращение 

 

 

poisonous 

 

 

ядовитый 

 

 

invisible 

 

 

невидимый, незримый 

 

 

inhale 

 

 

вдыхать, втягивать 

 

 

behind bars 

 

 

за тюремной решёткой 

 

 

wink 

 

 

подмигивать 

 

 

exhausted 

 

 

истощённый, изнурённый 

 

 

violence 

 

 

жестокость, насилие 

 

 

malice 

 

 

злоба 
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shrine 

 

 

место поклонения, святыня 

 

 

assault 

 

 

нападение 

 

 

weapon 

 

 

орудие, оружие 

 

 

endearment 

 

 

ласка, проявление нежности 

 

 

drug addict 

 

 

наркоман 

 

 

blush 

 

 

краснеть, заливаться румянцем  

 

 

misery 

 

 

страдание, мучение 

 

 

crucial 

 

 

ключевой; критический 

 

 

guilty 

 

 

виновный 

 

 

rehearsal 

 

 

репетиция 

 

 

abandoned 

 

 

заброшенный, покинутый 

 

 

incompatible 

 

 

несовместимый 

 

 

duty 

 

 

долг, обязательство 
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reach 

 

 

дотягиваться, тянуться 

 

 

fare 

 

 

пассажир такси 

 

 

all ears 

 

 

внимательно слушающий 

 

 

indignant 

 

 

негодующий, возмущённый 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

 

Assignment 4 (pp 57 – 82) 

1) Study the words and answer the questions using them: 

[p. 57] vital = 1) жизненный 2) (жизненно) важный, насущный, существенный; 

необходимый 

What is supposed to be vital at school? 

[p. 62] sentence = приговор, осуждение, обвинительное заключение, наказание, мера 

наказания 

Who is Mac speaking to about Louse’s sentence? Why does feel uncomfortable? 

[p. 66] wrinkled = 1) морщинистый 2) измятый  

What does Caris describe as wrinkled? 

to take to = а) пристраститься, увлечься (чем-л.); почувствовать симпатию к (кому-л.) 

What has Stella taken to? 

[p. 67] ridiculous = нелепый, смехотворный, смешной 

What does Caris find ridiculous? 

[p. 68] despair = отчаяние; упадок духа; безнадёжность, безысходность 

Why does the boiling water in the kettle sound like a growing wail of despair to Mac? 

[p. 70] DIY (Do It Yourself) = ‘сделай сам’ (о ремонте, изготовлении, сборке чего-л. собственноручно) 

Why is DIY in the air? Where are the family going? What do they look and feel like? 

[p. 72] timid = робкий; застенчивый 

Why do the relatives look timid? 

[p. 74] to glance = бросить взгляд; взглянуть мельком 

Why does Louise glance at the clock? 

[p. 75] to try hard (harder) =стараться изо всех сил 

Who does Louise advise to try harder and why? Will the advice be followed? 

[p. 75] an awkward pause = неловкая пауза 

Why is the visit filled with awkward pauses? 

[p. 76] sorrow = 1) грусть, сожаление 2) горе, печаль, скорбь 

Who is filled with sorrow and why? 

[p. 78] to be obsessed with = постоянно думать/говорить о чём-л., мучиться навязчивой идеей, страхом 

What is Layla obsessed with and why? 

 

2) Comment on the statements: 

 Caris suddenly wants to cry (58).  

 We have an excellent anti-bullying policy (59). 

 There is suddenly nowhere in it where Stella is comfortable (p. 66).  

 You are falling to bits (67). 

 Perhaps my mother felt like this, … (69) 

 

3) Describe the first image of the prison and the feelings of the visitors (p. 72-73). 

 

4) Retell the chapter ‘Sunday Morning’ in detail (pp. 77-82).  

 

5) Do the Criss Cross Puzzle. You can find these words in the text on the pages given in brackets. 
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Across 

4. a male teacher who is in charge of a school (59) 

6. a very frightening dream (48) 

8. a short coat with a hood that keeps out the wind and rain (55) 

13. drugs that are used to kill bacteria and cure infections (58) 

14. you have this problem if you are not able to sleep (47) 

15. a sticky sweet brown substance that you can eat, made by boiling sugar, water, and butter together, or a piece of this 

substance (65) 

16. the crime of stealing things from shops, for example by hiding them in a bag or under your clothes (38) 

18. a belt attached to the seat of a car or plane which you fasten around yourself for protection in an accident (70) 

Down 
1. a time when all the people in a play, concert etc practise before a public performance (77) 

2. a country ruled by a king or queen (78) 

3. very small living things that can make you ill, bacteria (67) 

5. a type of strong shoe that you wear for sport (66) 

7. the style of someone's writing (49) 

9. a house which is all on ground level (42) 

10. an attractive cover for a bed that goes on top of all the other covers (69) 

11. creams, powders etc that you use on your face and body in order to look more attractive (80) 

12. a small raised red spot on your skin, especially on your face (50) 

17. a strong feeling of being sorry that you have done something very bad (49) 

19. in stories, creatures from another world (49) 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

Assignment 5 (pp 83 – 106) 

1) Study the words and answer the questions using them: 

[p. 83] to miss = 1) чувствовать отсутствие (кого-л. / чего-л.); скучать (по кому-л.) 2) 

промахнуться; не достичь цели 3) пропустить, не посетить (занятия) 4) не попасть, 

опоздать; не застать 

Does Caris miss her mother? Does Caris tell her mother about her problems? 

[p. 84] achievement  = достижение, успех 

What achievements does Stella tell her mother about? 

[p. 86] to sort out = решать (проблему); устранить (недоразумение и т. п.) 

What things is Caris supposed to sort out? 

[p. 88] to suit = подходить, удовлетворять требованиям, устраивать 

Why does Mr Fortoba think Caris doesn’t suit an English education? Does he suit it? 

[p. 89] bullying  = 1) запугивание 2) психол. буллинг (травля в отношении ребёнка со 

стороны группы одноклассников или аналогичное явление среди работников, военнослужащих) 

What bulling incident does Mr Fortoba mention? Who was accused of bulling? Was it true?  

[p. 91] soul = душа 

What does a woman’s idea about people’s soul have to do with the tree of shoes? 

[p. 93] to humiliate = унижать, оскорблять 

Who does Layla want to humiliate and why? What does humiliating others mean to Layla? Is there any similarity 

between Layla and George? 

[p. 96] homesickness = тоска по родине, ностальгия 

Why does Degna have a rush of homesickness? 

[p. 97] to savour = наслаждаться, смаковать прям. и перен. 

Why does Mac want to savour the atmosphere? 

to expel from school (university) = исключать из школы 

Who was expelled from school? Why did they discuss it? 

to play truant  (truanting) = прогуливать уроки (прогулы) 

Who plays truant? What can be the reason in Degna’s opinion? 

[p. 99] urge = побуждение, порыв, сильное желание 

What sudden urge does Mac have? Why? 

[p. 101] sophisticated = утончённый, изысканный 

Who looked sophisticated and when? 

[p. 105] boarding school = закрытое учебное заведение; школа-интернат 

Who went to boarding school? Did he enjoy it? 

 

2) Read the chapter entitled ‘Dead People’s Shoes’ and say if the following statements True or False. 

1. Caris can’t eat her breakfast because she feels sick. 

2. She likes her biology teacher because she is odd. 

3. The weather is quite chilly. 

4. Caris begins to run because she is late for school. 

5. Caris hangs her mother’s shoes because she doesn’t like them. 

6. Caris’s wish seems to have come true. 

7. George has had girlfriends who he didn’t like much. 

8. They go to the charity shop to buy some clothes. 

9. The shop assistant knows Caris and her family. 

10. George spends a lot of money and prefers expensive shops and restaurants. 

11. Caris remembers her parents taking her and Stella to some nice places. 

12. Caris enjoys talking to Mrs Featherly. 

13. Mrs Featherly doesn’t like George. 

14. George got expelled from school for truanting. 

15. People around like the idea of hanging shoes on the tree. 

 

3) Who says that? Comment on the situations. 

 It’s lonely when you don’t hear anything (84). 

 They just want me to stop causing problems, … so that they can get on with their stupid lives (p. 89). 

 Sometimes you don’t know what you’re doing (95). 
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 I can’t stop it. I can’t stop working (98). 

 

4) Translate the extract ‘Caris is lying under her bedclothes, … She wonders if her mother has been in any fights yet.’  

(p. 94). Compare Caris’s and Louise’s dreams. 

 

5) Is bulling common in our schools? What can be done to stop it? Get ready to discuss this issue in class. 

 

6) Try to solve the following Word Search Puzzle where the words do not share any letters.  

The words can go horizontally, vertically or diagonally, and can be read any direction. Find 10 words. You can see there 

definitions below. Mind the pictures, they may help you, too. 

 a large yellow-brown tropical fruit or its sweet juicy yellow flesh; 

 an official list of names of people, companies etc, or a book that has this list; 

 light soft shoes that you wear at home; 

 a small metal container with liquid inside, you press a button on the container to make the liquid come out in 

very small drops; 

 an area for children to play, especially at a school or in a park, that often has special equipment for climbing on, 

riding on etc.; 

 a door, gate etc that you go through to enter a place; 

 a coat which you wear to keep out the rain (remember a Scottish architect, artist, and designer of furniture and 

glass); 

 a passenger in a taxi; 

 the organ inside your body where food begins to be digested, the front part of your body, below your chest; 

 someone who says they can see what will happen in the future. 

 

Y D D X T D H H E W Z S I H N 

D G N B R N G C G L E T Y V X 

X D U Q Q K A Q A N N D T I S 

B U O J U Z H Y T M E T I Q L 

G K R G F R F R O V O H O J I 

D N G Q E T A R N V S T K Q P 

A Y Y L X N T Q E O R A S I P 

B E A I C F L E T G C I R U E 

A E L E Y V N N U S I V A D R 

O W P H E H I M J L I S A L S 

Z C D T S K P Y L K G W T J C 

R N C N C P I N E A P P L E X 

D N X A L O S O R E A F Y R R 

G N M D I Z A W U Z C O U A S 

Y E U P W B P A F I Z P T F F 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

Assignment 6 (pp 107 – 130) 

1) Study the words and answer the questions using them: 

[p. 107] compulsory = обязательный 

What would be compulsory in the taxi drivers’ perfect world? What is an MOT?  

Would it exist in their perfect world? 

[p. 108] lettuce  = салат-латук 

Describe Mac’s thoughts. What were his dreams about when he happened to be ill 

(when he was horizontal)? Does he have the same dreams now? Would he still put the 

word ‘Family’ at the top of the list of what is important in his life? What would the top 

of your list? 

[p. 110] suede = замша, замшевый 

Why does Mac look at Luise’s suede coat and other clothes? 

[p. 111] impatience = нетерпеливость, раздражительность 

Whose impatience does Mac feel? Is he right? What does his house look like? 

[p. 111] callous (callously adverb) = 1) чёрствый, неотзывчивый, бессердечный, безразличный 2) 

загрубелый, затвердевший; мозолистый 

Was Caris callous? Why? Was she the same some time ago? What does she think of their family now? What 

does she think of Louse? 

[p. 114] boundary = граница, край; предел 

Why does Caris walk around the room, like an animal feeling the boundaries of a cage? What does she see in 

George’s room? What does she feel? 

[p. 115] to plead with somebody (to do something) [past tense and past participle pleaded or pled] = просить, 

умолять кого-то о чем-то  

What did Wilson plead with George to do? Did it work? What happened at George’s school? 

Read the words of the headmaster ‘He’d said ….. Get out’ and report them. 

 

Mind the following definition of a stylistic device:  

Repetition is observed when some parts of the sentence or sentences are repeated. It is employed as a means 

of emphasis. (E. g.: A smile would come into Mr. Pickwick's face; the smile extended into a laugh; the laugh into a roar, and the 

roar became general.) 

 

Read pp 115-116 carefully and find an example of repetition. What is emphasized due to its use? 

 

[p. 117] pedestrian = 1) пешеход 2) пешеходный, пеший 

Why does Mac want to kill pedestrians? Does anybody else get on his nerves? 

[p. 118] delirious  (deliriously adverb) 1) (находящийся) в бреду 2) бредовый, бессмысленный, бессвязный 

(о словах, речи) 

What does he dream of deliriously when he gets home? 

[p. 119] to get absorbed (be absorbed in/into something) = увлекаться, быть поглощенным чем-то 

What happens when Luise gets absorbed during the art classes? 

to bewilder  = смущать; ставить в тупик; сбивать с толку; приводить в замешательство 

Who looked bewildered? Why do you think Louise started painting a lettuce? Why does she decide to paint it 

in a Mediterranean  background (p 122)? 

[p. 120] a part-time job = неполный рабочий день, частичная занятость 

What part time job did Louise have? What does she remember of the house and the family? Did she tell Caris 

about the Farrishes? Why did Caris ask if they went to the toilet? 

[p. 122] ridiculous = нелепый, смехотворный, смешной 

What did Mac find ridiculous? 

[p. 124] wage/wages = почасовая оплата, заработная плата (рабочих) 

Did Louise get her wages that day? What did Mrs Farrish tell her? Did she go on working in their house? Did 

Mac return to his job? Do you think Marina Farrish and Louse have something in common? 

  

2) Complete the sentences with the words from the text and comment on the situations. Then complete the 

sentences to make them true for you. 
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………….. is the part of his job he dreads most (107). 

That was the only time he (I) ………………., and he had done (I did) it out of ………………. (108). 

This is the only thing that is really interesting about ……….., the way they know how to ……. (114). 

I deserve better, I deserve …….. (118). 

 

3) Retell the chapter called ‘Lovebites’ using the following expressions: 

to look after smb; to write an essay; to start a worm farm; to get into trouble; to carry on; to behave oneself; to 

make mistakes; to throw a life-jacket. 

 

4) Revise the active vocabulary from Assignments 3-6 and do the following tasks: 

a) Think of what can be vital / wrinkled / ridiculous / timid / sophisticated. 

b) Give definitions to the following nouns: 

sentence  

despair 

DIY 

an awkward pause 

sorrow 

achievement   

bullying 

soul 

homesickness 

urge  

boarding school 

 

c) Make your sentences with the following verbs:  

take to  

glance  

try hard  

be obsessed with  

miss  

sort out 

suit  

humiliate  

savour  

expel from school  

play truant   
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FLASH CARDS 

(Units 4-6) 
 

 

humiliate 

 

 

унижать, оскорблять 

 

soul 

 

 

душа 

 

bullying 

 

 

запугивание, травля в отношении ребёнка 

 

suit 

 

 

подходить, удовлетворять требованиям, 

устраивать 

 

sort out 

 

решать (проблему); устранить 

(недоразумение и т. п.) 

 

achievement 

 

 

достижение, успех 

 

miss 

 

чувствовать отсутствие (кого-л. / чего-л.); 

скучать 

 

a part-time job 

 

неполный рабочий день, частичная 

занятость 

 

 

ridiculous 

 

нелепый, смехотворный, смешной 

 

 

wage/wages 

 

почасовая оплата, заработная плата 

(рабочих) 

 

 

bewilder 

 

 

смущать; ставить в тупик; сбивать с толку; 

 

get absorbed in/into something 

 

 

увлекаться, быть поглощенным чем-то 
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delirious 

 

бредовый, бессмысленный 

 

 

pedestrian 

 

 

пешеход, пешеходный 

 

plead with somebody 

 

просить, умолять кого-то 

 

 

boundary 

 

граница, край; предел 

 

 

callous 

 

чёрствый, неотзывчивый 

 

 

impatience 

 

нетерпеливость, раздражительность 

 

 

suede 

 

замша, замшевый 

 

 

lettuce 

 

 

салат-латук 

 

compulsory 

 

 

обязательный 

 

homesickness 

 

 

тоска по родине, ностальгия 

 

savour 

 

 

наслаждаться, смаковать 

 

expel from school 

 

 

исключать из школы 

 

play truant 

 

 

прогуливать уроки 

 

urge 

 

побуждение, порыв, сильное желание 
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sophisticated 

 

 

утончённый, изысканный 

 

 

boarding school 

 

 

 

школа-интернат 

 

vital 

 

 

жизненный, (жизненно) важный 

 

sentence 

 

приговор, осуждение, обвинительное 

заключение 

 

wrinkled 

 

 

морщинистый, измятый 

 

take to 

 

 

пристраститься, увлечься (чем-л.) 

 

ridiculous 

 

 

нелепый, смехотворный, смешной 

 

despair 

 

 

отчаяние; безнадёжность, безысходность 

 

DIY (Do It Yourself) 

 

‘сделай сам’(о ремонте, изготовлении, 

сборке чего-л. 

 

timid 

 

 

робкий; застенчивый 

 

glance 

 

 

бросить взгляд; взглянуть мельком 

 

try hard (harder) 

 

 

стараться изо всех сил 

 

an awkward pause 

 

 

неловкая пауза 
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sorrow 

 

 

грусть, сожаление; горе, печаль, скорбь 

 

be obsessed with 

 

 

постоянно думать или говорить 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

 

Revision I (1 – 130) 

Part 1. Vocabulary 
 

1) Review all the active vocabulary (from Assignments 1 – 6). 

 
 

2) Complete the following sentences using a verb or a verb phrase in the correct form and a preposition if 

necessary: 

 

1. He _______________ an eye at the girl but she turned away. 

2. I don't _______________ cosmetic surgery. It can harm you health. 

3. Her boss _______________ her in front of all her colleagues calling her different names. 

4. The police have failed _______________ the criminals. 

5. The judge had no choice and _______________ for shoplifting. 

6. She _______________ to the waitress to bring more wine. 

7. Sorry, I disagree. I _______________ by these arguments. 

8. A colourful design _______________ on the sleeve of the shirt. 

9. I absolutely _______________ shopping, it gets on my nerves. 

10. Myra lit another cigarette and _______________ deeply breathing in its bitter smoke. 

11. She _______________ them not to bully the boy. 

12. He _______________ by his daughter's reaction. 

13. I've never felt able _______________ my sister. I never tell her my secrets. 

14. This showed that there were 1.1 million pupils who _______________  in the course of the last school 

year. 

15. A lot of young girls are _______________ their weight. 

16. Wilson saw she was watching him and _______________ felling embarrassed. 

17. Sandra tried embroidery _______________ it straight away. 

18. The man _______________ nervously at his watch. 
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19. She _______________ her few hours of freedom inhaling the fresh air. 

20. Two girls _______________ from school for taking drugs. 

21. Judith lay on the settee as she _______________ her new book. 

 

3) Give synonyms to the following adjectives:  

absurd = ____________ 

awkward = ____________ 

antagonistic = ____________ 

annoyed = ____________ 

insane = ____________ 

heartless = ____________ 

essential = ____________ 

made smaller = ____________ 

very angry = ____________ 

tired out = ____________ 

obligatory = ____________ 

significant = ____________ 

stylish = ____________ 

shy = ____________ 

unnoticeable = ____________ 

 

4) Cross the odd word out and explain your choice: 

aspiration – urge – violence  

endearment – misery – malice 

assault – sentence – curiosity 

shrine – boundary – soul 

achievement – sorrow – misery 

 

5) Read the definitions and write down the words:  
1. friendly - ____________ 

2. threatening to hurt someone or frighten them, especially someone smaller or weaker - ____________ 

3. a school where students live as well as study - ____________ 

4. a feeling that you have no hope at all - ____________ 

5. the activity of making or repairing things yourself instead of buying them or paying someone else to 

do it - _________ 

6. great eagerness for something to happen, especially something that is going to happen soon - 

____________ 

7. someone who is walking, especially along a street or other place used by cars - ____________ 

8. something that you use to fight with or attack someone with, such as a knife, bomb, or gun - 

____________ 

9. money you earn that is paid according to the number of hours, days, or weeks that you work - 

____________ 

 

6) Translate into English using the active vocabulary: 

1. Мы долго не виделись и теперь не знали о чём поговорить. Это был не разговор старых друзей, 

а одна бесконечная неловкая пауза. 

2. У неё много обязанностей по дому, поэтому она может позволить себе только работу на 

неполный день. 

3. Сегодня, если хочешь добиться успеха нужно стараться изо всех сил. 

4. Ей очень хотелось выделиться из группы, но она не знала, что может произвести впечатление 

на Майкла. 

5. Только оказавшись за тюремной решёткой, он понял, какую он совершил ошибку! 

6. Я внимательно слушала, потому что знала, потом я смогу использовать каждое слово в нашу 

защиту. 

 

 

7) Get ready to write a quiz. 
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Part 3. Writing a Character Sketch 
 

8) Remember the main characters of the story: Mac, 

Caris, Stella, Louise, and Nana Price.  

Choose one and make a character sketch. A 

character sketch is a quick rendering of a character. 

Read the information below thoroughly. It will help 

you to write a good character sketch. 

 

Writing a sketch is about asking and answering 

questions. In order to write a character sketch, you 

must ask yourself questions about the character you 

are going to describe. 

 

Physical characteristics are the first things we notice 

when we meet someone. Therefore, this is a good 

starting point when writing a character sketch.  

Tell about their physical features. Is your character a woman or a man? Is he or she tall or short? Is your 

character bald? How old is your character? Does he or she have a disability? What does he or she look like, 

etc.? 

What does your character do?  The answer to this question will also affect other aspects of your sketch, 

such as what your character wears, feels, etc. Does your character work or study? Is he or she married, etc.? 

Tell about their family (siblings, parents, family history, etc). Asking what your character does will not only 

help you understand your character, but also his or her relationship to the setting in the story.  

 

Tell about the character’s personality. Is he or she funny, serious, quiet, etc.? What do you know about 

their preferences?  What are their likes or dislikes (and why)? What are their beliefs or hobbies? Include 

anything that makes you see “who” they are. 

 

What is your character feeling? This is probably one of the more complex questions you can ask about your 

character. Is your character angry? Is he or she happy, sad, tired, or depressed? Does your character love 

something or someone? Asking questions about the character's emotional life might help you understand the 

character better. You have to focus on what your subject is feeling within the context of the story you are 

reading. 

 

What is your attitude to the character? Now you can already say if you sympathize or not with the 

character. What exactly do you like or dislike about him or her? Why are you drawn to him or her? What 

would you advise him or her?  

 

Finish the character sketch following the plan: 

 

Paragraph 1.  Introduction 

This section will introduce the character and it should include the name of the character his/her physical 

characteristics, what he/she does and his/her most important traits. Use 1 or 2 sentences to list the traits 

that you are going to talk about. End with a transition sentence that ties into the 2nd paragraph. 

 

Paragraphs 2 – 4.  Body 

Tell about the character’s personality and what your character is feeling. Always try to include the most 

important trait 1st, the second most important detail next, and so on.   

Each paragraph has 1 trait which is discussed in detail. Include information about experiences that 

support the trait which is being discussed. 

Paragraph 5.  Conclusion 

This is the last paragraph in your paper. Try to conclude with a final comment, pointed and well-expressed, 

that highlights the traits discussed in the paper. Speak about your attitude to the character. Remind the 

reader/listener of your most important points. 
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Close with a solid statement which finalizes all you are trying to communicate to the reader/listener. 

 

Be sure to use strong visual words in your description. You want to provide a lasting mental image of the 

person or character you are writing/speaking about. The use of quality adjectives and feeling in your sketch, 

using words that relate to the five senses, elicit an emotional response from your listener.  This will show how 

you felt when reading an extract with the person you are writing/speaking about. 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

Assignment 7 (pp 131 – 149) 

1) Read the chapters entitled ‘Driving to School’ and ‘Potential’. Study the words and 

answer the questions using them: 

[p. 131] avoid = избегать, остерегаться, сторониться, уклоняться 

Who does Caris try to avoid? 

[p. 131] irritated  = сердитый, раздражённый; разгневанный 

Why is Mac irritated and startled? Does he understand Caris? Did he love school? 

Does he try to help Caris? Why does he feel guilty? 

[p. 134] lessen = а) уменьшаться, сокращаться б) уменьшать, сокращать 

Why does the conversation with Layla and Margaret lessen Caris? Why does 

everyone shrink? 

 

[p. 135] terrain = 1) местность, территория, район, 2) физические особенности местности; топография 

What is Caris thinking about while Mr Fortoba is speaking about terrain? Is Mr Fortoba happy to be here? Is 

he satisfied with his life? 

join in the conversation = присоединяться к разговору 

 

2) Read and translate the extract on p. 135 starting with In prison Louise … and up to the end of the page. 

 

3) Read the chapter entitled ‘Driving Degna’ and mind the following words. Then make 5 questions to 

discuss the events of the chapter in class. 

[p. 137] redundant = 1) излишний, избыточный 2) вытесненный из производства 3) сокращенный, 

уволенный, потерявший работу 

persevering = настойчивый, упорный, стойкий 

tangible = 1) вещественный, материальный, осязаемый 2) ясный; ощутимый, заметный; отчётливый, 

реальный 

[p. 138] stained glass = витражное стекло 

self-conscious = 1) застенчивый, стеснительный, легко смущающийся 2) стремящийся произвести 

определённое впечатление, рассчитанный на определённый эффект 3) книжн. обладающий 

самосознанием, самосознающий 

[p. 139] indignation = негодование, возмущение 

[p. 140] complimentary = бесплатный 

 

4) Read the chapter entitled ‘Stella’s Black Shoes’ and mind the following words.  

[p. 142] eerie = жуткий, зловещий, мрачный; сверхъестественный 

[p. 144] carrier bag = хозяйственная сумка, пакет 

Say if the statements are true or false and comment on them: 

1. People tend to like the idea of decorating the tree. 

2. Caris tells Stella about the tree. 

3. Stella writes to her mother about everything. 

4. Stella is obsessed with cleaning. 

5. She never keeps old things. 

6. She bought the black boots when she was on a school trip to Edinburgh. 

7. She was very upset when she didn’t see them in the shop. 

8. Mac made her feel happy and was happy himself. 

9. She sold her boots because she needed some pocket money. 

10. Stella believes that if you make a wish, it will come true. 

 

5) Read the chapter entitled ‘Hanging Around Town’ and mind the following words. Then make your own 

true or false statements. 

[p. 145] booth = 1) киоск; палатка 2) будка; кабина (photograph booth / telephone  booth) 
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[p. 146] dreary memory =  печальное  воспоминание 

chase up = настойчиво напоминать кому-то о необходимости 

proceed = продолжать 

[p. 147] busker = уличный музыкант 

 

6) Mind the following definition of a stylistic device:  

Metaphor compares two things which are quite unlike one another by identifying one with the other or 

replacing one with the other. (E. g.: The doctor wrapped himself in a mist of words; He's a brick. He's a snake. He's a tiger. He's a mule. 

(Here metaphor consists in the use of a word or a phrase to describe an object with which it is not commonly 

associated.) 

Read the sentence – Days are obstacle courses full of dangerous journeys from one room to another. (p. 

131) 

Do you think it contains a metaphor? Can you find other examples of metaphors in the text? 

 

7) Do the Criss Cross Puzzle. You can find these words in the text on the pages given in brackets. 

Across 

 

3. thin metal in the form of a thread, or a piece of this (135) 

4. someone who spends too much time studying and seems to have no other interests - used in order to show 

disapproval (131) 

6. a particular type of clothing worn by all the members of a group or organization such as the police, the 

army etc (143) 

7. a bird with large eyes that hunts at night (141) 

9. an object that you use to protect yourself against rain or hot sun. It consists of a circular folding frame 

covered in cloth (144) 

11. piece of clothing made of wool that covers the upper part of your body and arms (134) 

13. a special board on a wall which notices can be fastened to 143 

15. a space or room just below the roof of a house, often used for storing things (131) 

16. a member of a group of people, who traditionally live and travel around in caravans, and who now live all 

over the world (148) 

18. the area next to a quay (136) 

19. a large cloth bag filled with feathers or similar material that you use to cover yourself in bed (139) 

 

Down 

 

1. a passage that has been dug under the ground for cars, trains etc to go through (142) 

2. a tower with a powerful flashing light that guides ships away from danger (136) 

5. a large board with a white smooth surface that you can write on, used, for example, in rooms where classes 

are taught (135) 

8. something used for adding colour to your lips, in the shape of a small stick (148) 

10. a large dark purple vegetable = eggplant (136) 

12. the leaves of a plant (133) 

14. an official document that states that a fact or facts are true (143) 

17. a small animal like a mouse with wings that flies around at night (141) 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

Assignment 8 (pp 150 – 171) 

1) Read the chapter entitled ‘The Visitor’. Study the words and answer the questions 

using them: 

[p. 150] to inspire (smb to do smth)= 1) внушать надежду 2) вдохновлять, 

стимулировать 

Does Mr Fortoba try to inspire his pupils?  

[p. 151] to overwhelm = переполнять, овладевать (о чувствах) 

What overwhelms Mr Fortoba when he comes to Caris’s house? What feelings 

overwhelm him before and during the visit? 

obligatory = непременный, обязательный 

What does he describe as obligatory? 

[p. 152] to tell off  = разг. ругать; отчитывать, бранить, разносить 

Who is going to tell Caris off and why? 

[p. 153] lamely = сбивчиво, запинаясь; нескладно, плохо 

lame excuse = неудачная, слабая отговорка 

Why does Mr Fortoba speak lamely? Who looks for lame excuses? 

[p. 154] to disturb = волновать, тревожить, беспокоить 

Does Stella look disturbed? What does she long to do? 

 

Comment on the statements: 

The house looks unloved (150). 

It’s the geography of his youth (151). 

She is going through a sticky patch (152).  

[Mind the informal expression: to go through a bad/difficult/rough/sticky patch = to experience a lot of 

problems in a period of your life] 

It slips away down a river of forgotten words, leaving only an unpleasant aftertaste (152) [What stylistic 

devices are used in the sentence?]. 

Mind the following information about ‘Screaming Abjabs’: 

Screaming Abjabs are characterised by mild involuntary muscular spasms and rapid breathing, sometimes accompanied 
by incomprehensible screams. Although most cases are completely harmless, the worst reported occurrence included the 
demolition of five buildings, including a ten-storey block of flats. Not once has the word 'Abjab' been spoken during a 
Screaming Abjab outburst. 
Why does Mr Fortoba use this term to describe Caris? (154) 

 

[p. 155] to usher = провожать, сопровождать; вводить; усаживать, показывать места 

Who ushers Mr Fortoba to the door?  

contempt = презрение (к кому-л.) 

compassion = жалость, сострадание; сожаление, сочувствие, участие 

Which image will he always have in his mind? Why is it a transforming moment? 

 

2) Read the chapter entitled ‘Flatpacks’.  

Mind the definition of the word flatpack: 

A piece of furniture or other equipment that is sold in pieces packed flat in a box for easy transport and is 

assembled by the buyer: a flat-pack bookcase. 

Why do you think the chapter is entitled ‘Flatpacks’? Who does Mac imagine as flatpacks and why? 

 

3) Read the chapter entitled ‘Mac Makes Tea’ and make 5 questions to discuss the contents of the chapter in 

class. Mind the words: 

[p. 162] put up with smth = смириться 

[p. 163] to feel out of place = чувствовать себя неуместным, неподходящим, несоответствующим  

 

4) Read the chapter entitled ‘The Pet Graveyard’ and mind the following words. Say if the statements are true 

or false and comment on them: 

[p. 164] with one’s hands outstretched = с распростертыми объятьями  

[p. 165] exposed = незащищённый, уязвимый, беззащитный 
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commemorate = 1) почтить чью-л. память (каким-л. образом); устраивать, проводить какие-л. 

мероприятия в память о ком-л., чём-л. 2) отмечать, праздновать (дату) 

[p. 166] a light-bulb = (электрическая) лампочка 

1. Louise can’t sleep because she remembers her family. 

2. There have been a lot of happy events. 

3. Her life is like a beautiful garden. 

4. Caris is also thinking about her mom. 

5. Caris feels furious.  

6. All the members of the family are awake and are busy with different stuff. 

7. Caris feels sorry when she sees the pet graveyard. 

8. She couldn’t have a dog because Mac was against it. 

9. Caris phones George. 

10. George is happy to hear Caris and runs out to meet her. 

 

 

5) Read the chapter entitled ‘Divorse’ and mind the following words. Then retell the chapter in detail. 

[p. 169] exhibition = выставка; показ 

eventually = в конце концов, в конечном счёте, в итоге 

[p. 170] smug = самодовольный и ограниченный человек; чопорный человек 

[p. 171] dismayed = потрясённый, испуганный, охваченный ужасом 

disgrace = позор, бесчестье; унижение 

 

6) Look through these chapters again and comment on all the sentences in italics. 

 

7) Look at the pictures and do the Criss Cross Puzzle. You can find these words in the text on the pages 

given in brackets. 
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word # picture page word # picture page 

5 

Across 

 

150 1 

down 

 
 

165 

7 

Across 

 

166 2 

down 

 

 

151 

10 

Across 

 

169 3 

down 

 
 

170 

14 

Across 

 

166 4 

down 

 

 

166 

15 

Across 

 

167 6 

down 

 

 

150 

16 

Across 

 

165 8 

down 

 

 

164 

17 

Across 

 

170 9 

down 

 

 

151 

18 

Across 

 

165 11 

down 

 

 

150 

12 

down 

 

 

169 13 

down 

 

 

166 
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18 

down 

 

 

162 19 

down 

 

 

166 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

Assignment 9 (pp 172 – 195) 

1) Read the chapter entitled ‘George and Marina’. Study the words and answer the 

questions using them: 

[p. 172] incessant  = беспрестанный, непрекращающийся, непрерывный, 

постоянный 

What was incessant and tinny? Does George respond? 

vigour = сила, энергия 

What does George think of Caris’s vigour? 

Comment on the conversation between George and Marina. Is it a successful one? 

 

2) Read the chapter entitled ‘Stella, Margaret and Layla’. Retell the chapter. 

[p. 172] to be in your shoes = быть на твоём месте 

2) Read the chapter entitled ‘Mac Goes Shopping’. Study the following words: 

[p. 178] unemployment = безработица 

[p. 179] moustache = усы 

illiterate = неграмотный, необразованный 

Retell the chapter on behalf of Mac as if he was speaking to a fare. 

 

3) Read the chapter entitled ‘Park Management’ and translate it. Match the pictures to the names of shoes (p. 

182) 

[p. 181] grumble = ворчать, жаловаться 

[p. 182] wheelbarrow = тачка, тележка  

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

6 

 

7 

 

8 

 

9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 
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a) strappy platforms 

b) kitten heels 

c) suede lace-ups 

d) slingbacks 

e) sensible sandals 

f) walking boots 

g) Wellingtons 

h) denim mules 

i) old lady shoes 

j) brogues 

k) evening shoes 

l) patent-leather slippers 

m) high-heeled boots 

n) tennis shoes 

o) espadrilles 

p) trainers 

 

4) Read the chapter entitled ‘The Doctor’s House’ and mind the following words. 

[p. 184] to flick through = бегло просматривать, пролистывать 

a burglar alarm = охранная сигнализация 

[p. 185] a sheepskin jacket = дублёнка 

Copy out all the descriptions of the house, the rooms, etc. Describe the place and say why Caris likes it so 

much. 

 

5) Read the chapter entitled ‘After the Match’ and mind the following words. 

[p. 188] precinct = брит. район (в городе), где нет движения машин, пешеходная зона 

[p. 189] arrogant = заносчивый, высокомерный, надменный 

 

Mind the following definition of a stylistic device:  

Epithet is a word or a group of words giving an expressive characterization of the object described.  

E. g.: eyes red from beer and emotion, men mouths full of spit (p. 188). 

Read the chapter carefully again and find other examples of epithets. What epithets can you use to describe 

Mac’s feelings? 

 

6) Read the chapter entitled ‘Falling’ and say why it is entitled so. What does ‘an endless well’ mean? Retell 

the chapter on behalf of Caris. 

 

7) Read the chapter entitled ‘Waiting for Caris’ and mind the following words. Enumerate the most important 

events of the chapter. 

[p. 193] authoritative = авторитетный, влиятельный 

[p. 195] to lead astray = сбивать с пути истинного 

 

8) What do you know about the films mentioned in the book: Emmerdale (190), Pride and Prejudice (192)? 

 

Emmerdale, known as Emmerdale Farm until 1989, is a long-

running British soap opera set in Emmerdale (known 

as Beckindale until 1994), a fictional village in the Yorkshire 

Dales. Created by Kevin Laffan, Emmerdale Farm was first 

broadcast on 16 October 1972. It is produced by ITV 

Yorkshire and has been filmed at their Leeds studios since its 

inception. The programme, which is currently the UK's second 

oldest television soap opera, has been transmitted in 

every ITV region throughout its existence. 

The series was originally transmitted during daytime afternoons 

until 1978, when it was moved to an early evening timeslot in most regions (London and Anglia followed in the mid-

1980s). Until December 1988, Emmerdale took seasonal breaks, but since then it has been broadcast year-round. 

Emmerdale episodes air on the ITV network once every weekday evening at 19:00, with an additional second Thursday 

episode airing at 20:00. The programme began broadcasting in high definition from 10 October 2011. Emmerdale is the 

United Kingdom's second longest running television soap opera (after fellow ITV serial Coronation Street), and attracts 

on average 5-8 million viewers per episode. 
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Pride & Prejudice is a 2005 British romance film directed by Joe 

Wright and based on Jane Austen's novel of the same name, published in 

1813. The film depicts five sisters from an English family of landed 

gentry as they deal with issues of marriage, morality and 

misconceptions. Keira Knightley stars in the lead role of Elizabeth 

Bennet, while Matthew Macfadyenplays her romantic interest Mr Darcy. 

Produced by Working Title Films in association with StudioCanal, the 

film was released on 16 September 2005 in the United Kingdom and 

Ireland and on 11 November in the United States. 

Screenwriter Deborah Moggach initially attempted to make her script as 

faithful to the novel as possible, writing from Elizabeth's perspective 

while preserving much of the original dialogue. Wright, who was 

directing his first feature film, encouraged greater deviation from the text, including changing the dynamics within the 

Bennet family. Wright and Moggach set the film in an earlier period and avoided depicting a "perfectly clean Regency 

world", presenting instead a "muddy hem version" of the time. It was shot entirely on location in England on a 15-week 

schedule. Wright found casting difficult due to past performances of particular characters. The filmmakers had to 

balance who they thought was best for each role with the studio's desire for stars. Knightley was well-known in part 

from her work in the Pirates of the Caribbean film series, while Macfadyen had no international name recognition. 

The film's themes emphasise realism, romanticism and family. It was marketed to a younger, mainstream audience; 

promotional items noted that it came from the producers of 2001'sromantic comedy Bridget Jones's Diary before 

acknowledging its provenance as an Austen novel. Pride & Prejudice earned a worldwide gross of approximately $121 

million, which was considered a commercial success. Pride & Prejudice earned a rating of 82% from review 

aggregator Metacritic, labeling it universally acclaimed. It earned four nominations at the 78th Academy Awards, 

including a Best Actress nomination for Knightley. Austen scholars have opined that Wright's work created a new 

hybrid genre by blending traditional traits of theheritage film with "youth-oriented filmmaking techniques".
[5]
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FLASH CARDS 

(Units 7-9) 
 

 

to avoid 

 

 

избегать, остерегаться, сторониться, 

уклоняться 

 

irritated   

 

 

сердитый, раздражённый; разгневанный 

 

 

to lessen 

 

уменьшаться, сокращаться 

 

 

terrain 

 

местность, территория, район, 

топография 

 

 

to join in the conversation 

 

присоединяться к разговору 

 

 

redundant 

излишний, избыточный; сокращенный, 

уволенный 

 

 

persevering 

 

настойчивый, упорный, стойкий 

 

 

tangible 

 

вещественный, материальный, осязаемый 

 

stained glass витражное стекло 

 

 

self-conscious 

застенчивый, стеснительный, легко 

смущающийся 

 

 

indignation 

 

негодование, возмущение 

 

 

complimentary 

 

бесплатный 

 

 

eerie 

жуткий, зловещий, мрачный; 

сверхъестественный 
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carrier bag 

хозяйственная сумка, пакет 

 

 

booth 

 

киоск; палатка; будка; кабина 

 

 

dreary memory 

 

печальное  воспоминание 

 

 

to chase up 

настойчиво напоминать кому-то о 

необходимости 

 

 

to proceed 

 

продолжать 

 

 

busker 

 

уличный музыкант 

 

 

to inspire (smb to do smth) 

внушать надежду; вдохновлять, 

стимулировать 

 

 

to overwhelm 

 

переполнять, овладевать (о чувствах) 

 

 

obligatory 

 

непременный, обязательный 

 

 

to tell off   

 

ругать; отчитывать, бранить, разносить 

 

 

lamely 

 

сбивчиво, запинаясь; нескладно, плохо 

 

 

lame excuse 

 

неудачная, слабая отговорка 

 

 

to disturb 

 

волновать, тревожить, беспокоить 

 

to usher провожать, сопровождать; усаживать, 

показывать места 
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contempt презрение (к кому-л.) 

 

 

 

compassion 

 

жалость, сострадание; сожаление, 

сочувствие, участие 

 

 

to put up with smth 

 

смириться 

 

 

to feel out of place 

 

чувствовать себя неуместным, 

неподходящим 

 

 

with one’s hands outstretched 

 

с распростертыми объятьями 

 

 

exposed 

 

незащищённый, уязвимый, беззащитный 

 

 

to commemorate 

почтить чью-л. память, отмечать, 

праздновать (дату) 

 

 

a light-bulb 

 

(электрическая) лампочка 

 

 

exhibition 

 

выставка; показ 

 

 

eventually 

 

в конце концов, в конечном счёте, в итоге 

 

 

smug 

самодовольный, ограниченный, чопорный 

человек 

 

 

dismayed 

потрясённый, испуганный, охваченный 

ужасом 

 

 

disgrace 

 

позор, бесчестье; унижение 
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incessant   

 

беспрестанный, непрерывный, 

постоянный 

 

 

vigour 

 

сила, энергия 

 

 

to be in your shoes 

 

быть на твоём месте 

 

 

unemployment 

 

безработица 

 

 

moustache 

 

усы 

 

 

illiterate 

 

неграмотный, необразованный 

 

 

To grumble 

 

ворчать, жаловаться 

 

 

wheelbarrow 

 

тачка, тележка 

 

 

to flick through 

 

бегло просматривать, пролистывать 

 

 

a burglar alarm 

 

охранная сигнализация 

 

 

a sheepskin jacket 

 

дублёнка 

 

 

precinct 

 

брит. район (в городе), пешеходная зона 

 

 

arrogant 

 

заносчивый, высокомерный, надменный 
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authoritative авторитетный, влиятельный 

 

 

to lead astray 

 

сбивать с пути истинного 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

Assignment 10 (pp 196 – 218) 

1) Read the chapter entitled ‘Bingo’. Study the words and answer the questions: 

[p. 196] hostile = враждебный, неприязненный, недружелюбный 

considerate = внимательный к другим; деликатный, тактичный 

Why is the atmosphere hostile? Who seems to be more considerate?  

Why does some talk on the bus make Nana think that nowhere is home anymore?  

 

There are quite a number of ailments and diseases mentioned in the chapter:  

crumbling teeth = разрушенные зубы 

lung cancer = рак легких 

bronchitis = бронхит 

asthma = астма; удушье 

twitching eyelid = судорожное сокращение, подергивание века 

palpitations = учащенное сердцебиение 

acneу = угревая болезнь, акне 

What effect is achieved? 

 

2) Read the chapter entitled ‘Broken’ and mind the following words. Retell the chapter on behalf of George. 

[p. 198] to loll = свешиваться, болтаться 

[p. 199] to have an argument with = повздорить, поссориться с кем-то 

corpse = труп 

evaporate  = исчезать, улетучиваться, растворяться; испарять(ся); выпаривать  

 

3) Read the chapter entitled ‘Louise Wakes Up’ and mind the following words. Retell the chapter on behalf of 

Louise. 

[p. 200] four-poster bed = кровать с балдахином 

[p. 201] to be trapped = попасть в ловушку 

 

4) Read the chapter entitled ‘Parents’ and mind the following words. Retell the chapter on behalf of Mac as if 

he is talking to Degna. 

[p. 202] mean = скупой, злой, скудный 

[p. 203] to frown at = смотреть неодобрительно; хмурить брови; насупиться; выражать неодобрение 

to blurt = выпалить; выдавать; сболтнуть 

[p. 204] affronted = обиженный, оскорблённый, униженный 

[p. 205] to growl = рычать; громко и зло ворчать, брюзжать; жаловаться 

[p. 206] meekly = кротко; смиренно 

 

5) Read the rest of the part, give definitions to the following words. Comment on their contexts. 

[p. 207] injustice 

disappointment 
[p. 208] pet lamb 

concussion 

X-ray 

[p. 209] hot-water bottle 

[p. 210] laundry 

[p. 211] raw (hands) 

miscarriage 

[p. 212] disbelief 

[p. 214] to long 

superior 

to burst into tears 

[p. 215] to hang around (hung, hung) 

to kiss smb awake 

to earn a living 

[p. 216] to care about 

a violent home 

[p. 217] to keep an eye on smb 

to scowl 
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6) Revise all the verbs from Assignments 1 – 9 and do the Criss Cross Puzzle: 

 

 
Across 

5. to breathe in air, smoke, or gas 

7. to think that someone or something is good, right, or suitable 

11. to ask for something that you want very much, in a sincere and emotional way 

13. to officially force someone to leave a school or organization 

16. to make someone believe something or feel sure about something 

17. to be acceptable or convenient for a particular person or in a particular situation 

18. to become red in the face, usually because you are embarrassed 

20. to confuse someone 

22. to close and open one eye quickly to communicate something or show that something is a secret or joke 

23. to decorate cloth by sewing a pattern, picture, or words on it with coloured threads 

24. to interrupt someone so that they cannot continue what they are doing 

26. to feel an emotion so strongly that they cannot think clearly 

 

Down 
1. to do something to show that you remember and respect someone important or an important event in the past 

2. to continue to do something that has already been planned or started 

3. to quickly look at someone or something 

4. to fully enjoy the taste or smell of something 

6. to catch a criminal 

8. to make someone feel ashamed or stupid, especially when other people are present 

9. to get to a particular point 

10. to become smaller in size, importance, or value, or make something do this 

12. to hate someone or something very much 

14. to prevent something bad from happening 

15. to help someone to get from one place to another, especially by showing them the way 

19. to keep complaining in an unhappy way 

20. to make a signal to someone with your hand, to show that you want them to come towards you or to follow you 

21. to encourage someone by making them feel confident and eager to do something 

25. to threaten to hurt someone or frighten them, especially someone smaller or weaker 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

Assignment 11 (pp 219 – 242) 

1) Read the chapter entitled ‘Replenishment’ . Study the words and answer the 

questions: 

[p. 219] replenishment  = 1) пополнение (запасов) 2) дополнение, добавление 3) 

обновление, освежение 

dew = роса 

Who is mentioned in the chapter? What do they have in common? What is the idea of 

the chapter?  

Translate the very first sentence? Do you think it contains some stylistic device? 

 

2) Read the next chapter entitled ‘Taxis’and describe all the passengers and the waiter 

in Degna’s café as if you were Mac. Think of his feelings, fears and hopes. 

 

3) Read the chapter entitled ‘Louise’ . And retell in two ways: on behalf of Louise and on behalf of Caris. 

What can make these two retellings different? 

 

4) Read the chapter entitled ‘George’. Study the words and answer the following questions: 

[p. 229] dismissive = пренебрежительный, не принимающий всерьёз, во внимание 

moroseness = замкнутость, мрачность, угрюмость 

[p. 231] to rifle = обыскивать с целью грабежа 

waif (waifish) = 1) беспризорный ребёнок; бездомный человек; бродяга 2) никому не принадлежащая, 

брошеная вещь; бесхозное имущество 

[p. 232] to hesitate = колебаться; сомневаться, не решаться 

 

What does the doctor think of George? 

Why, where and how does Marina try to visualize happiness? 

What impression does Caris’s call produce on George? 

What does George rifle for? Why? 

What does Caris look like? 

What does Caris want most off all? 

What does George suggest doing? 

Why does Caris hesitate? 

 

5) Read the chapter entitled ‘Taking Degna Home’. Study the words and answer the following questions: 

 

[p. 233] to give in one’s notice =  подать заявление об уходе, увольнении 

resigned = смирившийся, покорный, безропотный, послушный 

[p. 236] faithful = верный, преданный; стойкий 

[p. 238] to despise = презирать, относиться с презрением 

to seduce = соблазнять; совращать 

 

What happens ‘in a burst of light’? 

Who is immersed ‘in a deep ocean of guilt’? 

Why doesn’t the adultery take place? 

What does Degna feel about the incident?  

 

6) Read the chapter entitled ‘Runaways’.  

Put the pictures in the order in which the events are raised in the chapter and comment on them. What do you 

think will happen next? 
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1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

6 

 

7 

 

8 

 

9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling) 

Assignment 12 (pp 243 – 264) 

1) Read the chapter entitled ‘Stella Makes a Wish’. Find synonyms to the following 

words taken from the book. Retell the chapter using these words:  

[p. 243] fret; to do a runner; to edge  

[p. 244] filthy; to descend; to sprint; confectionery; preoccupied 

[p. 245] to shiver 

 

2) Read the chapter entitled ‘Making a Decision’. Read and translate the first 

paragraph. What stylistic devices are used in the extract? Comment on them. Read the 

rest of the chapter and answer the questions: 

 

Why do you think Mac decides to leave his job?  

Who reacts to the news admiringly and why? Are there any other reactions?   

Who is Irene? Why is amazed? 

 

3) Read the chapter entitled ‘Nightmare’ and say if the statements are true or false: 

1. Caris decides to watch a black-and-white film. 

2. Caris is afraid that George is going to do something awful. 

3. At this moment Mac phones Caris. 

4. Caris tells her father the truth. 

5. George is angry with Caris because she has talked to her father. 

6. Caris wants to cry because she remembers Nana as she saw a picture of an old lady. 

7. The old woman can’t speak because she is terrified. 

8. Caris wants to loosen the gag. 

9. The old woman has bitten George. 

10. Caris is afraid but she helps George. 

11. Caris is George’s only ally. 

12. Caris remembers the first time she met George and thinks she loves him now even more.  

13. Caris suggests sleeping for a while. 

14. George puts on the old woman’s clothes just for fun. 

15. He looks like a beast. 

16. Mac keeps communicating with Caris on the phone to support her. 

17. Mac finds the house very quickly because he knows Newcastle very well. 

18. The place seems familiar to Nana. 

19. George enjoys frightening the woman and the girl. 

20. George cuts off the woman’s hair. 

21. Caris starts talking to George because she wants to stop him. 

22. George seems to be able to kill Caris and the old woman. 

23. Mac tries to get into the house and George knows about it. 

24. Caris is afraid for her father and wants to protect him but she is too weak. 

25. The police has arrived to help. 

4) Read the chapter entitled ‘Dawn’ and describe Caris’s feelings, hopes and expectations. 

 

5) Read the final chapter and find the following words. Comment on the sentences in which they are used and 

say what stylistic device it can be. What do you think of the end of the book? 

survivor 

a darkened room; 

her heart; 

her watch; 

a new leaf; 

a yelping puppy; 

Old tears. 

I want to drive. 

All traffic. 
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6) Revise the active vocabulary from Assignments 10 – 11. To do the Criss-Cross Puzzle you will have to 

complete the sentences with the correct form of the necessary word. 

 
Across 

1. He remained faithful to his principles to the last. 

5. They have been told to ration food supplies until __________________ arrive a day after Christmas. 

6. She loved cats, and would take any __________ and strays into her home. 

7. The dog _________ at me. 

13. Leaders are people who can ___________ other people into sharing their dream. 

14. He ______ back in his chair. 

15. 'We'll have to leave,' she said with a ___________ sigh. 

16. He __________ himself for being selfish. 

17. He was always kind and ____________. 

20. His courage had _________ away. 

22. He's too _________ to buy a present for his wife. 

 

Down 

2. Southampton fans gave their former coach a __________ reception. 

3. Kay _____________ for a moment and then said 'yes'. 

4. Mattie __________ at him disapprovingly. 

8. The killer had _________ his wallet and stolen £200. 

9. Cath spread both hands in a __________ gesture. 

10. The ________ was found by children playing in the woods. 

11. Peter __________ the news out before we could stop him. 

12. A cold, heavy _________ dripped from the leaves. 

18. She noticed his _______ when she got home. 

19. 'All right,' said Neil __________. 

21. He stepped back, ___________ by the question. 
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FLASH CARDS 

(Units 10-12) 
 

 

hostile  

 

 

враждебный, неприязненный, 

недружелюбный 

 

considerate 

 

внимательный к другим; деликатный, 

тактичный 

 

to loll 

 

 

свешиваться, болтаться 

 

to have an argument with 

 

 

повздорить, поссориться с кем-то 

 

corpse 

 

 

труп 

 

evaporate   

 

исчезать, улетучиваться, растворяться; 

испарять(ся); выпаривать 

 

four-poster bed 

 

кровать с балдахином 

 

 

to be trapped 

 

попасть в ловушку 

 

 

mean 

 

скупой, злой, скудный 

 

 

to frown at 

 

смотреть неодобрительно; хмурить брови; 

насупиться; выражать неодобрение 

 

to blurt 

 

выпалить; выдавать; сболтнуть 

 

 

affronted 

 

обиженный, оскорблённый, униженный 

 

 

to growl 

 

рычать; громко и зло ворчать, брюзжать; 
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жаловаться 

 

 

meekly 

 

 

кротко; смиренно 

 

 

replenishment   

 

пополнение (запасов); дополнение, 

добавление  

 

dew 

 

роса 

 

 

dismissive 

 

пренебрежительный, не принимающий 

всерьёз, во внимание 

 

moroseness 

 

замкнутость, мрачность, угрюмость 

 

 

to rifle 

 

обыскивать с целью грабежа 

 

waif беспризорный ребёнок; бездомный человек; 

бродяга 

 

to hesitate 

 

колебаться; сомневаться, не решаться 

 

 

to give in one’s notice 

 

подать заявление об уходе, увольнении 

 

 

resigned 

 

смирившийся, покорный, безропотный, 

послушный 

 

faithful 

 

верный, преданный; стойкий 

 

 

to despise 

 

презирать, относиться с презрением 

 

 

to seduce 

 

соблазнять; совращать 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling)  

Revision II (131 – 264)  

Part 1. Vocabulary 
 

4) Review all the active vocabulary (from Assignments 7 – 12). 

 
 

5) Complete the following sentences using a verb or a verb phrase in the correct form and a preposition if 

necessary: 

 

1. A parade was held __________________ the town's bicentenary. 

2. A few passengers __________________ that their cabins were too small. 

3. Before __________________ further, we must define our terms. 

4. David hasn't paid yet - you'd better __________________ him ______. 

5. He __________________ many young people to take up the sport. 

6. He greeted her __________________ her into the room. 

7. It is important to take measures to __________________ the risk of fire.  

8. Peter __________________ the news out before we could stop him. 

9. Richard __________________ before answering. He didn’t know what to say. 

10. She hated her neighbours so much. She even __________________ them. 

11. The children __________________ with excitement. 

12. The dog __________________ at me and tried to bite my leg. 

13. He __________________ his head allowing it to hang in a relaxed uncontrolled way. 
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14. The thief __________________ through the wardrobes looking for something valuable. 

15. My dad __________________ me ________ for swearing.  

16. What __________________ you most about this latest development? 

17. She will never __________________ his violent temper. 

18. He used to be a nice boy but the older boys at school __________________ him ______. 

19. Helen told the police that she __________________ with her husband before he left. 

20. Hopes of achieving peace are beginning _______________. No one believes in its successful result 

any more. 

21. There's no way out! We __________________!  

22. Mattie __________________ at him disapprovingly. 

23. Jack told his employer that he was leaving his job __________________ his notice on Thursday. 

24. I wouldn't have bought it but I __________________ by the low prices. 

25. William __________________ Carla's photo album but didn’t find that very photograph. 

 

6) Give synonyms to the following adjectives:  

annoyed =  

free of charge = 

absurd = 

creepy and mysterious =  

unprotected, vulnerable =  

self-satisfied = 

frightened = 

uneducated =  

conceited = 

attentive =  

offended =  

gentle = 

devoted =  

 

7) Give antonyms to the following adjectives:  

friendly, mild ≠ 

generous ≠ 

admiring ≠ 

resistant ≠ 

optional ≠ 

diffident ≠ 

 

4) Cross the odd word out and explain your choice: 

booth  

busker  

a light-bulb   

wheelbarrow  

 

contempt  

incessant     

compassion   

disgrace  

 

exhibition  

moustache  

indignation  

ridiculous 

 

dew  

corpse  

moroseness  

waif   
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5) Read the definitions and write down the words:  

 

1. to become smaller in size, importance, or value, or make something do this;  

2. dismissed from a job because you are no longer needed; 

3. clear enough or definite enough to be easily seen or noticed; 

4. worried and embarrassed about what you look like or what other people think of you; 

5. if you say something in this way, you do not sound confident and other people find it difficult to 

believe you; 

6. after a long time, or after a lot of things have happened; 

7. physical or mental energy and determination;  

8. the number of people in a particular country or area who cannot get a job;  

9. a piece of equipment that makes a loud noise when someone tries to get into a building illegally;  

10. an area of a town where people can walk and shop, and where cars are not allowed;  

11. putting new supplies into something, or filling something again. 

 

6) Translate into English using the active vocabulary: 

1. Заметив интересную компанию, я решил присоединиться к разговору. 

2. Меня удивило её настойчивое желание уехать в другую страну. 

3. Тенденция современного общества – защита окружающей среды, и создание экологически 

чистых хозяйственных пакетов, возможно, действительно поможет спасти природу. 

4. Фотографии на каминной полке как печальные  воспоминания о том, что всё уже было и почти 

ничего не осталось.  

5. Прости, но это слабая отговорка, ты мог бы позвонить из телефонного автомата! 

6. В строгом черном костюме и модной дублёнке он чувствовал себя неуместно на этом 

карнавале. 

7. Мы наконец-то приехали и нас встречали с распростертыми объятьями все гости дома. 

8. Если бы я был на твоём месте, я бы обязательно попробовал поступить в этот университет. 

9. Отель был расположен в старинном замке. Витражные окна, шикарные картины и  кровати с 

балдахином создавали атмосферу средневековья. 

7) Get ready to write a quiz. 

 

Part 2. Writing a Character Sketch 
 

8) You have already written character sketches of 

Mac, Caris, Stella, Louise, and Nana Price (Revision 

1). Would you add some changes after you’ve 

finished reading the book? 

 

Remember other characters of the story: George, Mr. 

Fortoba, Degna, Marina Farrish, Layla Tumility 

and Margaret. 

 

Choose one and make a character sketch.  

Bear in mind that a character sketch is a quick 

rendering of a character. Read the information below 

thoroughly. It will help you to write a good character 

sketch. 

 

Writing a sketch is about asking and answering questions. In order to write a character sketch, you must ask 

yourself questions about the character you are going to describe. 
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Physical characteristics are the first things we notice when we meet someone. Therefore, this is a good 

starting point when writing a character sketch.  

Tell about their physical features. Is your character a woman or a man? Is he or she tall or short? Is your 

character bald? How old is your character? Does he or she have a disability? What does he or she look like, 

etc.? 

What does your character do?  The answer to this question will also affect other aspects of your sketch, 

such as what your character wears, feels, etc. Does your character work or study? Is he or she married, etc.? 

Tell about their family (siblings, parents, family history, etc). Asking what your character does will not only 

help you understand your character, but also his or her relationship to the setting in the story.  

 

Tell about the character’s personality. Is he or she funny, serious, quiet, etc.? What do you know about 

their preferences?  What are their likes or dislikes (and why)? What are their beliefs or hobbies? Include 

anything that makes you see “who” they are. 

 

What is your character feeling? This is probably one of the more complex questions you can ask about your 

character. Is your character angry? Is he or she happy, sad, tired, or depressed? Does your character love 

something or someone? Asking questions about the character's emotional life might help you understand the 

character better. You have to focus on what your subject is feeling within the context of the story you are 

reading. 

 

What is your attitude to the character? Now you can already say if you sympathize or not with the 

character. What exactly do you like or dislike about him or her? Why are you drawn to him or her? What 

would you advise him or her?  

 

Finish the character sketch following the plan: 

 

Paragraph 1.  Introduction 

This section will introduce the character and it should include the name of the character his/her physical 

characteristics, what he/she does and his/her most important traits. Use 1 or 2 sentences to list the traits 

that you are going to talk about. End with a transition sentence that ties into the 2nd paragraph. 

 

Paragraphs 2 – 4.  Body 

Tell about the character’s personality and what your character is feeling. Always try to include the most 

important trait 1st, the second most important detail next, and so on.   

Each paragraph has 1 trait which is discussed in detail. Include information about experiences that 

support the trait which is being discussed. 

Paragraph 5.  Conclusion 

This is the last paragraph in your paper. Try to conclude with a final comment, pointed and well-expressed, 

that highlights the traits discussed in the paper. Speak about your attitude to the character. Remind the 

reader/listener of your most important points. 

Close with a solid statement which finalizes all you are trying to communicate to the reader/listener. 

 

Be sure to use strong visual words in your description. You want to provide a lasting mental image of the 

person or character you are writing/speaking about. The use of quality adjectives and feeling in your sketch, 

using words that relate to the five senses, elicit an emotional response from your listener.  This will show how 

you felt when reading an extract with the person you are writing/speaking about. 
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The Taxi Driver’s Daughter (by Julia Darling)  

Final Revision  

Part I. Discussion 

 
Now after you have read the book and reviewed all the active vocabulary, you must be ready to discuss the 

problems raised in the book (Read the booklet ‘A Commentary With Annotations’ by Julia Darling). 

 

Problem 1: A Typical Family 

 

Can you say that it’s a story about a typical family? What is described as ‘typical’? How 

would you describe ‘a typical Russian family’? Is it good or bad to be typical? 

 

Problem 2: Caris Is a Typical Teenager 

 

Do you consider Caris a ‘typical’ teenager? And what about Stella? Are the problems of a 

‘typical’ teenager in Russia the same? Were you a ‘typical’ teenager? What can be done to 

help teenagers overcome the difficulties of social adaptation? 

 

Problem 3: School Bullying and Truancy 

 

Can you compare Caris’s ‘ordinary’ school and the expensive boarding school George 

was expelled from? Is bullying a problem for both of them?  In which school does this 

problem seem to be solved? What children are usually bullied? What children usually 

play truant? Are bullying and truancy the only problems of modern schools? 

 

Problem 4: First Love 

 

Do you think Caris is in love with George? Why does he attract her?  

Should parents interfere with their children’s romantic relationship?  

 

Problem 5: Crime and Punishment 

What crimes are committed in the story? Can you justify shoplifting? Can any other crime be 

justified? Do you think three months in prison is a short sentence? Is Louise the only person 

who is punished? Why does she quickly make friends in prison? Why do people commit crimes? 

 

Problem 6: The Tree of Shoes 

 

What can The Tree of Shoes symbolize?  

What can become a symbol of people’s dreams? Why do people dream? 

 

Problem 7: Love, Care and Understanding 
 

What should be done to understand others and be 

understood? Why do the characters of the story fail to understand each other? Do 

you think they will be happy in the end? How can the story develop? 
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Part II. Writing a Book Review 
Have you loved the book or not? Give your honest and 

detailed thoughts to make other readers interested (or not 

interested) in reading it. Imagine you're talking to someone 

who's asking you whether they should read the book. 

Author Luisa Playa gives her top tips for writing reviews: 

 

Tip 1. Start with a couple of sentences describing what 

the book is about 

But without giving any spoilers or revealing plot twists.  

As a general rule, try to avoid writing in detail about 

anything that happens from about the middle of the book onwards.  

 

Tip 2. Discuss what you particularly liked about the book 
 

Focus on your thoughts and feelings about the story and the way it was told. You could try answering a couple 

of the following questions:  

 Who was your favourite character, and why? 

 Did the characters feel real to you? 

 Did the story keep you guessing? 

 What was your favourite part of the book, and why? 

 Were certain types of scene written particularly well - for example sad scenes, tense scenes, 

mysterious ones…? 

 Did the book make you laugh or cry? 

 Did the story grip you and keep you turning the pages? 

  

Tip 3. Mention anything you disliked about the book 
 

Talk about why you think it didn't work for you. For example: 

 Did you wish the ending hadn't been a cliffhanger because you found it frustrating? 

 Did you find it difficult to care about a main character, and could you work out why? 

 Was the story too scary/ boring/ romantic for your liking, or focused on a theme you didn't find 

interesting? 

  

Tip 4. Round up your review 
 

Summarise some of your thoughts on the book by suggesting the type of reader you'd recommend the book to. 

For example: younger readers, older readers, fans of relationship drama/mystery stories/comedy. Are there 

any books or series you would compare it to? 

  

Tip 5. You can give the book a rating 
For example a mark out of five or ten, if you like. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


